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Where to Find Standalone ELA Items 
 

While most of our ELA items are associated with a text, standalone items are not. We have 

developed and continue to develop standalone items to address the substandards under Writing 1, 

2, and 3 (e.g. W.1.a) and the substandards under Language 1 and 2. 

 

Writing 1, 2, and 3. Most items associated with 

these writing standards require that students 

write and are scored with rubrics; these rubric-

scored items address the substandards 

holistically (i.e, the score points earned 

combine the skills covered by the 

substandards). Standalone items in Writing 

focus on individual skills, like the ability to 

introduce a claim or the ability to provide 

sufficient and relevant support. These items typically include one or more paragraphs as a stimulus 

that provides a context for the student response. They are located under the substandard to which 

they are aligned. 

 

Language 1 and 2. Language standards 1 and 2 

address conventions of Standard English, 

including grammar and usage, capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling; language standard 3 

covers knowledge of language.  Some items for 

these standards are linked to passages with 

embedded errors; these “error” passages 

include multiple items.  In addition to items 

associated with error passages, we also offer 

standalone items that focus on one 

substandard. These standalone items focus on 

specific skills and reduce the amount of reading 

in assessments. Like the writing standalone 

items the language items usually include a 

sentence or paragraph as stimulus. The 

language standalone items are located under 

the substandard they address. 

 

We would be pleased to hear your feedback on the need and/or utility of standalone items for these 

standards. 
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The two most common formats for standalone items are text highlight and multiple choice, 

which are shown in the following examples. 

 

 

 


